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ABSTRACT
We seek to understand and correct
shading artifacts caused by varying solar
illumination conditions and different
viewing angles in remotely sensed images.
A synthetic image simulating the shading
effects for the sun angle and viewing angle
as a real image, is generated using a terrain reflectance model and digital elevation data. A good correlation is obtained
between the real and synthetic images.
The artifact correction is then made, and
a resulting image shows useful information
that is not apparent in the original image.
We also present a three-dimensional
perspective representation of a terrain
with a corresponding aerial photograph
mapped on it, which incidentally may help
image interpretation.
I. INTRODUCTION
Early successes in digital image
change detection suggest many applications
of this new technique, notably in remote
sensing of the earth surface. The detection of changes in successive aerial
photographs permits us for example to
monitor ecosystems and discover negative
effects at an early stage l •
Among the difficulties encountered
in the change detection are the artifacts
caused by changing solar illumination and
different viewing angles. The latter effect can typically be seen in a stereo-pair
of aerial photographs as shown in Figure 1.
These photographs were taken a few seconds
apart on the same film with the same exposure, and then developed and digitized in
the same batch. As a result, the apparent
scene changes in a large area are caused
Solely by the different viewing angles of
a camera mounted on an airplane. This
problem is compounded by different sun

angles when we compare photographs taken
at different times for change detection,
as shown in Figure 2. Note that each pair
of images of Figures 1 and 2 have been
matched geometrically with each other.
In the present study, we have isolated and simulated the effects of sun
lighting angle and camera viewing angle
to better understand and eventually correct the resulting artifacts. For a given
sun angle and camera position, the image
intensity is determined as a function of
the ground surface gradient which is derived from elevation data. The elevation
data used for this study were obtained
from topographic maps and respectively
consists of an array of 31 x 31 elevations
on a 320-foot grid covering a 9920 x 9920
foot region of the Baca area geothermal
energy test site in New Mexico, and an
array of 31 x 31 elevations on a 550-foot
grid covering a 17050 x 17050 foot region
of the Geysers area geothermal energy test
site in California. Figure 3 shows threedimensional perspective plots of the elevation data corresponding to the images of
Figures 1 and 2, respectively. They show
valleys and adjacent mountains which cause
shading effects for different sun angles
and viewing angles.
The next step is to synthesize a view
of the terrain as a function of the above
elevations, taking account of reflection
properties of the ground surface for a
given sun angle and camera position. The
synthetic image is then used to remove the
shading artifacts from the original (real)
image, as described in the following section. Then, we project both the real and
the corresponding synthetic images into
the same perspective space for comparison.
The three-dimensional perspective representation of a terrain with real and synthetic
images mapped on it, incidentally,may
help image interpretation.
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Figure 1. Digitized pair of stereo aerial photographs of Baca area ,
New Mexico .
Note differences caused solely by the different camera
viewing angles .
(a) and (b) are registered with each other .

'al

'bl

Fiqure 2. Digitized pair of successive aerial photographs of Geysers
area. California , ta k en at different times . Note substantial changes
caused by different sun angles .
(a) and (b) are r egistered .

(a) Ba ca area, New Mexico
Figure 3 .

(b) Geysers area, California

Three - dimensional perspective plots of digital elevation

models of Baca area In New Mexico and Geyse r s area in California .
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II. SYNTHETIC IMAGE

where

Using elevation data and a model of
scene reflectance, we can simulate the
appearance of the scene for any sun angle
and viewing angle . . The atomospheric downward and upward scatterings have been as sumed small compared to the direct solar
irradiation, and shadowing as well as mutu al illumination on the ground are tempo rarily ignored. Referring to the geometry
of Figure 4, we determine the sun, camera
viewing angle, and surface normal of the
local plane in the following way:
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A. SUN ANGLE
and ALT is the altitude of the camera.
The solar azimuth and elevation at
the latitude of interest at a given time
are determined from a diagram in the
Smithsonian meteorological tables 1 • The
azimuth is measured eastward from north
and the elevation is measured upward from
the horizon. The unit vector pointing at
the sun is then given by
s = [ sin
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C. SUR FACE NORMAL Of LOCAL PLANE
The surface gradient consists of two
components p and q given by the partial
derivatives of the elevation z with respect to x and y. respectively
p = a z /ax
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B. CAMERA VIEWING ANGLE
The azimuth and elevation of observation of the camera at the location (x,y)
are defined in the coordinate system of
Figure 4, where the elevation z is express ed as a function of the coordinates x and
y . The unit· vector pointing at the camera
from that location is given by
c- = [ sin 4> c cos e c , cos,*, c cos e c ,sin e c ]

The values of p and
be approximated by
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where 6x and 6y are grid intervals in the
)( and y directions, respectively .
The t wo
slope vectors are then defined as
lx

(l , O,p) 6x

l'.y

(O , l,q) fly

and synthetic images as follows .
The thr e e - dimensional image intensity fUnc _
tion f(x , y,z) can be projected onto a two_
dimensional pe rspective plane f'( x', y')
by the coordinate transformation,
sin$o

and if 6x'" tJy ) the surface normal o f the
local plane is defined by taking the cross product of the t ....·o slope vecto r s ,
n '" (l,O,p)

x

(O,l,ql '" (-p, - q,l)

o

0

where $0 and eo are the azimuth and elevation
o f a human observer .

D. SIMPLE REFLECTANCE MODEL
Assuming that the terrain has unifo r m
reflectance and ignoring shadowing and

mutual illumination, the intensity of
light r e flected by the ~urface toward the
camera can be expressed by a function of

the above three vectors 5 , c, and n .
Assuming also that the surface is an ideal
Lambe r tian reflector (perfect d i ffuser)i
the reflectance function Ro is given by
RO '" cos 0

, · n
where a is the i ncident angle and " ." de notes the inner product .

E. THREE - DI MENSIONAL PERSPECTIVE VIEW

II

cos$ case

For better understanding o f the shading
ef f ects, we generate three - dimensional
perspective views of a terrain with real

Figure 5 shows three - dimensional pers _
pective views of the Geysers area in
California , with r e al and synthetic images
mapped on them. To generate the synthetic
images simulating the shading effects at
different times , the parameters of the
solar azimuth and elevation , as well as the
came r a locations were chosen to correspond
to the r eal images . In figure 5, the real
image (a) was taken at 1Q : Q6 , August 2,
1979 , and t he sun was a t an elevation of
61° and azimuth of 238° . While the real
image (c) was taken at 13 : QO , December 11,
1979 , and the sun was at an elevation of
25 0 and az i muth of 206 0 . The images (b) and
(d) are synthetic ones corresponding to
(a) and (c) , r e spectively . It is clearly
shown that the shading ef f ects are well
simulated in the synthetic images . It
should be noted again that the different
sun angles caused substantial differences
in the terrain ap pearance .
The dark
regions show reduced solar irradiation due
to foreshortening.

(a) Real image of
August 2, 1979 .

!

(bl Synthetic image of
August 2, 1979.

~

(a)

~

(b)

1\

(c)

I

Real image o f
December 11, 1979 .

(d) Synthetic image of
December 11 , 1979 .

(d)

[c)

Figure S .

Three - dimens i onal perspective views of t he Geysers area .
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III. SHADrNG CORRECTION
After successfully simulating the
shading effects in the synthetic images ,
next step is to remove the shading arti facts from the real images. A shading
correction can be made in a way as shown
in Figure 6. Since the elevation data and,
cons~quently the synthetic image has a lower resolution than the corresponding photo grahic data , we first generate a low - pass
filtered image from the original photogra phic data (real image) 50 that the resolu tion of the two approximately match, while
the details (high frequency components) in
the original are preserved in a high-pass
filtered image. Then, a synthetic image
simulating the shading effects is generated
using a digital elevation model and a
reflectance model for the same sun angle
and viewing angle as the photograph. Deshading is performed by subtracting the
synthetically shaded image from the lowpass filtered image . The shading correction is then completed by adding the highpass filtered image to the deshaded image.
Note that image intensity is of density
mode.
In Figure 7, images (a) and (b) are
shading corrected images, ima ge (c) is
a change image gen erated from the original
real images (a) and (b) of Figure 2 . And
image (d) is a shading corrected change
image generated from the images (a) and
(b) of Figure 7, clearly showing useful
information that is not apparent in the
change image (c) with no shading corrected.
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Figure 6 .

Block diagram for shading
correction.

(a) Shading corrected image of Figure 2-(a).
(b) Shading corrected image of Figure 2-(b).

(cl Change image generated from the images
of (a) and (b) of Figure 2, with no
shading corrected.
(d) Shading corrected change image generated
from the images (al and (h) of Figure 7,
clearly revealing useful information
that is not apparent in Figure 7-(c).

(d)

(c)

Figure 7.

Shading corrected image of the Geysers area .
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IV. MODELING REFLECTANCE OF NATURAL
SURFACE
It has been assumed until now that
the earth surface is an ideal Lambertian
reflector (perfect diffuser.)
Such a
surface would appear equally bright from
all viewing directions. In fact, the
reflectance function Ro used to produce
the synthetic images so far is a function
of only the incident angle a , and a is
determined by the surface normal and sun
angle.
This assumption has been used
extensively by researchers because of its
simplicity, and is not grossly incorrect
for certain kinds of remotely sensed data 4
In our low-altitude aerial photographs
however, the different appearances of the
terrain from the different viewing directions as shown in the pair of stereo photographs of Figure 1 can not be explained by
the simple Lambertian surface reflectance
model. In fact, the reflectance characteristics of most natural surfaces are ani sotropics. We therefore propose here a more
sophisticated and realistic reflectance
function for natural surfaces, taking account of both the forwardscatter and backscatter, as well as the diffuse-reflection.
This new reflectance function Rl is given
by
R = {k + (l-k ) [(k cosmy+ (1-k ) cosn!3J}cosa
2
111
2

where
cos a = s·n
cos!3= s'C

and
kl is the surface diffuse reflection
coefficient
k2 is the surface forwardscatter
coefficient
m is a power which models the forwardscatter
n is a power which models the backscatter

i

I
I

These coefficients must be empirically
adjusted for each image, and physical
justification can be made based on the
reflection properties of the corresponding
natural surface when they are known.

Figure 8 illustrates two- and threedimensional perspective representations of
this new reflectance function for kl = 0.3,
k2 = 0.3, m = 30, and n = 30.
For a pair of stereo photographs such
as shown in Figure 1, if we can assume
that the difference in intensity between
corresponding elements of the two real
images A and B can be expressed by a
function of the off-backscatter angles BA
and !3 B such that

we can make the correction for one photograph with reference to the other (relative
correction.) The above assumption is based
on measurements reported elsewhere, which
indicate much stronger backscatter than
forwardscatter or diffuse reflection in
vegetated surfaces 6 •
We then model
g(!3A,BB)

such that

and linear regression is used to find the
best fit line between fA (x,y) - fB (x,y)
and cos!3 A - cos!3B'
Figure 9 shows a shading corrected
stereo pair of the photographs of Figure 1,
and the shading is corrected for image (a)
with reference to image (b).
Now each
pair of corresponding elements in the two
images appear to have almost the same
intensity. In other words, the shading
artifacts have been successfully corrected.
Figure 10 summarizes the threedimensional perspective representaion of
a terrain with a corresponding photagraph
mapped on it.
111 figure 10, (a)
is a
digitized aerial photograph of Baca area,
New Mexico. (b) is a three-dimensional
perspective plot of digital elevation
model corresponding to the area covered
by the photograph (a). (c) is a threedimensional perspective view of the
Baca area with the aerial photograph
mapped on it.
Note that perspective
view from any viewing direction can be
generated.
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(a) Two-dimensional representation of the reflectance model.

-u-,

(b) Three-dimensional representation of the reflectance model.
Figure a.

Indicatrix of proposed new surface reflectance model.

(a)

Shading corrected image of Figure
1- (a) with reference to the image
of Figure I-(b), showing consider able improvement .
Figure 9.

(b)

The same image as Figure l-(b),
shown again here for comparison.

Shading corrected pair of the stereo images of Figure 1 .
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(b)

la)

Ie)

(a) Digitized aerial photograph of the Baca area , being matched
geometrically with digital elevation model .
(b) Three-dimensional perspective plot of digital elevation model
corresponding to the area covered by the photograph (a) .
(e) Three- dimensional perspective view of the Baca area with the
aerial photograph of {al mapped on it . Note that perspective
view from any viewing direction can be generated.

Figure 10.

Three - dimensional perspective representation of terrain .
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V. CONCLUSIONS
. We have simulated and corrected the
shading artifacts caused by varying solar
illumination conditions and different
viewing angles in remotely sensed images
for more accurate image change analysis
and interpretation. The artifacts correction clearly reveals useful information
that was not apparent in the original
images. Since natural scenes usually
consist of many different types of surfaces, further work is currently under
way to incorporate texture factors and
classification of surface type into our
reflectance mode for better correction.
We have also demonstrated the usefulness of the three-dimensional perspective
representation of a terrain with a corresponding aerial photograph mapped on it
for better image interpretation.
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